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Abstract: Myths or misconceptions concerning hypnosis are regarded among the major barriers to effective implementation of hypnosis. Contemporary hypnotherapists are expected to elicit patients’ misconceptions and to provide explanations that distinguish between mystical and scientific perceptions of hypnosis and that offer a picture of the state of the art of hypnosis. Dealing with misconceptions on a rational and cognitive level seems to have the ability to change a patient’s conscious knowledge and understanding of hypnosis. Nevertheless, deeply rooted and emotionally saturated misbeliefs with historical-cultural origins still prevail. This article focuses on the prehypnotic phase of therapy and proposes remythification to deal with the myth of hypnosis. This approach aims to promote the hypnotherapeutic process by utilizing myth-related misconceptions.

The word hypnosis is quite emotionally laden, at least when used by individuals living in the West today. Modern culture contains myriads of associations to this word (Pintar & Lynn, 2008), ranging from losing control to becoming a hypnotist’s puppet through being stuck in a hypnotized state and performing antisocial acts (Yapko, 1994). Echoes of these associations are everywhere: in novels, songs, drawings, caricatures, theatrical shows, and especially in movies. Whether we consider the movie-making industry to be a manufacturer or a mirror of public opinion, it usually portrays hypnosis as very dangerous and shows the interaction between hypnotist and hypnotized to be seductive or exploitive (Barrett, 2006).

Modern hypnotists must take into account the public’s inclination toward these archaic views and must negate them with rational and apparently scientific explanations that are sometimes verified by the hypnotic experience (Capafons, Cabañas, Espejo, & Cardeña, 2004; Hammond, 1990; Lynn, Rhue, & Kirsch, 2010; Voit & DeLaney, 2006).
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This practical and clinically oriented approach has received support from certain empirical studies showing that diverse educational procedures can change attitudes, beliefs, and practices concerning hypnosis and its use among professionals (Thomson, 2003), the general population (Hawkins & Bartsch, 2000) and the international public (Capafons et al., 2005; Martín et al., 2010).

Strangely enough, although conceptualizations, practice, and research regarding hypnosis and hypnotherapy have made considerable progress (Naish, 2011; Nash & Barnier, 2008) and although well-known and respected professionals have done a lot to change public opinion on hypnosis, for example, Nash’s (2001) article in *Scientific American*, misinformation and misconceptions are still common (Green, Page, Rasekhy, Johnson, & Bernhardt, 2006; Lynne et al., 2010). In this context, Judith Pintar (2010) stated that at least during the last two centuries the “popular imagination” regarding hypnosis has remained almost unchanged.

This article’s alternative and complementary approach to managing this popularly held view of hypnosis in clinical practice is partially based upon the sociocultural theory of the prominent anthropologist and mythology scholar, Claude Lévi-Strauss (1966; Segal, 2004). Additionally, it is based on the utilization approach of Milton Erickson (Erickson, Rossi, & Rossi, 1976; Geary & Zeig, 2001), as well as on the postmodern view of “truth” and “reality” according to which the “scientific truth” is a construct assembled from partial, context-related and historically and culturally defined perspectives on the surrounding world (Gadamer, 2004; Kuntz, 2012). The proposed approach encourages clinicians to treat the myth of hypnosis from a perspective that understands the sociocultural significance of myth, recognizes the pragmatic value of utilization-guided interventions and proposes remythification (defining a new myth) rather than demythification (removing the mythical aspects) in treating patients’ attitudes toward hypnosis. By addressing human beings’ inherent need for a mythical perspective on the world surrounding them, this alternative treatment of myth can help make the hypnotherapeutic process more effective, satisfying, and fascinating for both hypnotist and patient.

Myth of Hypnosis

The myth of hypnosis has existed for thousands of years, starting with the biblical story of Adam’s sleep and the creation of Eve (Durbin, 1998) through the popular eighteenth-century novel *Trilby* (Pintar & Lynn, 2008) and continuing in contemporary movies such as *The Jungle Book*, *The Manchurian Candidate*, and *Curse of the Jade Scorpion* (Barrett, 2006). The myth is presented in the form of a story that includes the
essence of hypnosis, the interaction between hypnotist and hypnotized and short-term as well as long-term outcomes. In these stories, hypnosis is presented as an instantaneous, semi-conscious, sleep-like state produced by a powerful hypnotist who has an almost miraculous influence on the submissive hypnotized participant and usually followed by devastating long-term consequences (Battino, 2005; Pintar & Lynn, 2008; Yapko, 2012). Contemporary hypnotherapy clients as well, usually have some misconceptions concerning hypnosis, often referred to as the myths of hypnosis (Pintar & Lynn, 2008; Voit & DeLaney, 2004; Yapko, 2012).

In order to present and develop the central claims of this article, we must further clarify the conceptual framework. In the professional literature, the myths, misconceptions, and misinformation concerning hypnosis are usually considered interchangeable (Nash, 2001; Voit & DeLaney, 2004; Yapko, 2003). For purposes of clarification, these concepts must be differentiated. According to the Oxford Dictionaries (British & World English) (n.d.), misconceptions are views or opinions that are “incorrect because based on faulty thinking or understanding.” Researchers in the field of information studies define misinformation as “a species of information” that partially can be responsible for incorrect or incomplete views, opinions, and understandings (Karlova & Fisher, 2013, p. 2). Finally, in the context of this article, myth should be recognized as the sociocultural context that mediates the ways in which information and misinformation are perceived and used (Fisher, Erdelez, & McKechnie, 2005).

Further examination of Western society’s misconceptions about hypnosis reveals at least three dimensions that can be linked with the origin and development of these misconceptions: (a) personal and interpersonal experiences; (b) large group or local-national events; and (c) the historical-cultural-mythical arena. Misconceptions that develop on the personal and interpersonal levels are usually caused by previous nonpositive or semi-professional experiences with hypnosis or with hypnotic-like experiences, such as meditation, guided imagination, and stage hypnosis (Battino, 2005). Furthermore, these misconceptions can be acquired by proxy and based on stories told by relatives, friends, or acquaintances. Information from the theater, books, movies, or additional media can also affect these personal and interpersonal acquired misconceptions (Barrett, 2006; Pintar & Lynn, 2008).

Local-national false beliefs about hypnosis usually emerge from legendary and well-known events embedded in the local-national memory. For instance, in Israel one of the most frequent misconceptions among the general public about hypnosis is that the person cannot be awakened after a hypnosis session (Kleinhauz & Sela, 1987). This misconception probably has persisted due to the well-known case of a stage hypnotist who was unable to dehypnotize one of the subjects during a show (Kleinhauz, Dreyfuss, Beran, Goldberg, & Azikri, 1979). Based on
Yapko’s popular and comprehensive hypnosis textbooks (Yapko, 1994, 2003, 2012), the most common misconception about hypnosis among the American public is that hypnosis is a powerful form of mind control. Australian citizens of Brisbane consider hypnosis to be an altered state of consciousness with memory enhancement qualities (Chant et al., 2006). A survey of cultural views about hypnosis in four different countries also provides information concerning the differences in attitudes about hypnosis in different nations (Green et al., 2006).

The historical-cultural-mythical elements that influence public views of hypnosis can be partially attributed to the history of modern hypnosis. Applications and theories of hypnosis by prominent and historical figures such as Mesmer, Braid, Charcot, and Freud have created an appropriate platform for such misconceptions (Gezundhajt, 2007; for review, see Rosenfeld, 2008). Some of the cultural-mythical elements that are also responsible for misconceptions about hypnosis seem to be less grounded in actual historical happenings, yet they endure and serve as symbolic descriptions of hypnotic and trance phenomena (Segal, 2004). Johnson and Hauck (1999) uncovered common themes and general consistencies in public attitudes toward hypnosis, without regard for specific sources of information about hypnosis. They concluded that a possible explanation is that “generic belief about hypnosis exists in our culture and supersedes the influence of the individual source of information” (Johnson & Hauck, 1999, p. 16).

Contemporary hypnotherapists are expected to address these aforementioned misconceptions about hypnosis, usually before the hypnotic session begins. Yet, the clinical literature indicates that such misconceptions are usually addressed on the personal or the local-national level. Subjects’ mythical perceptions of hypnosis usually remain untreated (Capafons et al., 2004; Hammond, 1990; Lynn et al., 2010; Voit & DeLaney, 2004; Yapko, 2012), though at times they are overtreated by representing hypnosis as merely a label without any actual special characteristics differentiating it from other therapeutic modalities.

**ACKNOWLEDGED STRATEGIES FOR TREATMENT OF MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT HYPNOSIS**

As mentioned, contemporary practitioners are encouraged to use one or more of the following strategies to deal with misconceptions about hypnosis.

**Demystification**

Demystification of hypnosis is a procedure that involves removing the perceptions of mysticism and mystery connected to hypnosis. This procedure aims at disconnecting clinical hypnosis from acts performed...
on the stage by stage hypnotists and from historical baggage tying hypnosis to spiritualism and exorcism. This is accomplished through explanations using everyday terms, objects, and experiences while explaining hypnosis to subjects (Barabasz & Christensen, 2010; Voit & DeLaney, 2004; Weiner, 2011).

**Emphasizing Scientific Findings**

Practitioners who want to offer a scientific basis for hypnosis applications will emphasize scientific neurocognitive research (Spiegel & Spiegel, 2004) mostly connected to brain functioning, along with pictures of brain waves and colored brain sections. While today we know much more about hypnosis than in the past, before brain scanning was available (Naish, 2011), our contemporary knowledge is still far from comprehensive (Nash & Barnier, 2008). Nevertheless, this strategy is quite useful in treating the misconceptions of patients and professionals who believe in the medical model and for those who work in medically oriented institutes (Anbar, 2006; Raz, 2002).

**Renomination**

Some practitioners propose avoiding the use of the noun “hypnosis” during hypnosis sessions so as not to frighten candidate participants. These practitioners prefer to refer to the process as “guided imagery,” “deep relaxation,” “visualization,” and other such names (Battino, 2007; Graham, 1995; Ungerleider, 2005), claiming they will achieve the same therapeutic results without the burden of misconception (Baker, 1990). Sociocognitive theories of hypnosis (Lynn & Kirsch, 2006; Lynn & Rhue, 1991) that address hypnosis at large as a social convention and merely a label rather than as a special phenomenon can be used for justifying this practice of renaming the process of hypnosis. In contrast, other research has pointed to the importance of the word “hypnosis” and its implications of a “special therapeutic situation” in maximizing therapeutic results (Kirsch, 1997; Naish, 2011).

**Personalization**

In line with the utilization approach, Ericksonian therapists use personally tailored explanations about hypnosis and stress the patient’s personal responsibility for the success of the hypnotic process. The patient’s values, language, and therapeutic aim are mobilized to ameliorate the misconceptions (James, Flores, & Schober, 2001). For instance, by utilizing a patient’s need for control, hypnosis can be framed as a tool for enhancing self-control. On the other hand, for patients seeking deliverance from self-limiting prohibitions, hypnosis can be framed as a tool that helps lower defenses. This strategy is most effective if further “leading” information about hypnosis is added by the hypnotist after the “pacing” phase, during which the patient’s perspective on hypnosis has been accepted (Yapko, 2012).
All the aforementioned strategies generally can also have some demythification effects and positive influence on misconceptions deriving from personal and local-national sources. Yet, this demythification dimension may run the risk of “throwing out the bath water” of mysticism together with “the baby” of the fascination and excitement associated with hypnosis. It should be noted that even though some misconceptions concerning hypnosis are generally considered to have a negative influence on the hypnotic interaction (Yapko, 1994, 2003, 2012), some clinicians have identified certain positive elements concealed in the myth of hypnosis (Barrett, 2010; Chips, 2004) and thus propose “not to ‘overdo’ the disabusing process” (Nash & Barnier, 2008, p. 489). Additionally, even strenuous efforts to dispel a myth can often result only in superficial acceptance of the explanations given by the hypnotist (Barrett, 2006; Pintar & Lynn, 2008).

Furthermore, note that modern myth theories do not place the mythical and scientific views of the world in contrast to one another but rather regard them as complementary elements of human culture that may be receptive to differing human needs (Cassirer, 1946; Gadamer, 2004; Segal, 2004). Today it is not surprising to discover that myths have their own science and science has its own myths (McComas, 1996; Segal, 2004).

**Myths in Modern Society**

In their approach to myths, contemporary myth theorists consider not only the subject matter of a specific myth but also its origin and its function (Coupe, 2009; Segal, 2004). The subject matter of myths is diverse and widespread. The origin of myths is usually historically determined, although myths usually recur over time and tend to pertain to society’s cultural and social needs (Barthes, 1972; Segal, 2004). Indeed, modern myth researchers emphasize the function of myths in modern society. French structural anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss (1966), one of the major contemporary myth scholars that emphasize the necessity of myths for society, puts forward a theory concerning the function of myth in the modern age. Lévi-Strauss sees myths as popular science that permits humans to understand abstract things about the surrounding world (natural and social) on an observable and sensible level (Lévi-Strauss, 1966; Segal, 2004):

[H]ere are two distinct modes of scientific thought. These are certainly not a function of different stages of the human mind but rather of two strategic levels at which nature is accessible to scientific inquiry: one roughly adapted to that of perception and the imagination: the other at a remove from it. (Lévi-Strauss, 1966 p. 15)
Lévi-Strauss (1966) claims that humans are programmed to use classification, usually in the form of oppositional pairing, and to perceive the world surrounding them accordingly. The major contradiction that myths must contend with is the contradiction between our animal nature and our cultural, self-aware, human dimension. From this perspective, the purpose of myths is to provide a logical model capable of overcoming perceived contradictions and dichotomies.

From this theoretical perspective, the hypnosis myth as it exists today can be used to visualize and treat acknowledged and much debated hypnosis dichotomies such as voluntariness versus involuntariness, trance versus nontrance, and hetero-hypnosis versus self-hypnosis. Cultural, social, and epistemological necessities of human society usually serve to enliven and preserve myths (Coupe, 2009; Segal, 2004). Thus, as our views of history and memories change over time (Meyerson, 2010; Olick, Vinitzky-Seroussi, & Levy, 2011), so do myths change through a process of remythification (Meletinsky, 2001).

The Myth of Hypnosis—The Need for Remythification

In the literature of hypnosis, treating misconceptions about hypnosis in the prehypnotic phase of treatment is seen as obligatory and is used to prevent complications and to increase prospects for successful completion of hypnotic therapy (Burrows, Stanley, & Bloom, 2001; Hammond, 1990; Kroger, 2007; Lynn et al., 2010). This prehypnotic treatment definitely has a positive effect on misconceptions deriving from personal and local-national sources.

The mythical elements of misconceptions have to be treated differently, not by eliminating the myth but rather by renewing it through a process called remythification (Meletinsky, 2001; Slabbert, 2009). This process involves intensifying the positive, useful, and constructive elements of the myth and alleviating its negative, nonuseful, and incongruent elements. In addition to the sociocultural reasons for utilizing hypnosis myths in hypnotherapy, there are also pragmatic and clinical considerations rooted in hypnosis theory, for implementing this remythification process. These considerations include the following:

1. Although the aptitude-centered perspective of hypnosis received invigoration by the latest neurocognitive research (Hoeff et al., 2012; Kirsch, 2011), expectancy is still considered to be one of the contributors to the success of hypnotic sessions (Benham, Woody, Shannon, & Nash, 2006; Kirsch, 2011). The mythical elements of hypnosis can make a major contribution to building expectations for positive and extraordinary results, using implicit motivations of the general population to using
mythical reasoning for dealing with complicated issues (Lévi-Strauss, 1966). Hypnotic language is a special language that can be attributed to poetic, symbolic, and metaphoric language, that is, mythical language (Kane & Olnes, 2004; Marinelli et al., 2012; Roberts, 2005). Preparing a patient for this type of linguistic interaction calls for mythical properties in explaining hypnosis (Barthes, 1972; Burton, 2007).

2. One of major theoretical and clinical features of the hypnotic process is dissociation: dissociation from everyday functioning, dissociation between internal-mental and external stimuli, as well as dissociation of mental functions that usually are interconnected (Edgette & Edjette, 1995; Kirsch & Lynn, 1998; Nash & Barnier, 2008). Myth can serve as an appropriate container for holding dichotomies and fragmentations in the way the subject experiences himself/herself that may appear during the hypnotic session (e.g., ego-state approach, Barabasz, 2013; Hageman & Frederick, 2013) by providing an easily comprehensible, metaphorical explanation for their existence (Lévi-Strauss, 1966; Segal, 2004).

Thus, the proposed remythification approach for dealing with the myth of hypnosis must deal with contradictions and dichotomies that are an integral part of hypnosis as it is practiced, theorized, and researched today and that can comprise the positive elements of existing myths.

**Practical Considerations**

The proposed perspective on misconceptions about hypnosis is intended to grant significance to the procedure involved in preparing subjects for hypnotic sessions. Not only can this procedure dissolve personal and local-national misconceptions, it can also utilize the mythical roots that feed misconceptions about hypnosis to maximize therapeutic results. The procedure, which is based on modern theories of myth on the one hand and clinical considerations on the other, does not involve alleviating or demythifying the myth of hypnosis but rather remythifying it.

The proposed remythification begins with eligible use of the words “hypnosis” and “trance,” without the fear of eliciting an atmosphere of magic and fascination (Heap, 2012; Lynn & Kirsch, 2006). Although some research evidence reveals that referring to the hypnotic experience as a trance can elicit problematic expectations in subjects that can disrupt the process (Lynn, Vanderhoff, Shindler, & Stafford, 2002), experienced clinicians are able to neutralize such complications by counterbalancing and simultaneously representing trances as everyday phenomena. Our explanations to patients can emphasize the expectation of a long-term, powerful, and swift effect, as illustrated by existing
myths and supported by current science (Barabasz, Olness, Boland, & Kahn, 2010, pp. xv–xviii).

After that, the new proposed narrative must address the dichotomies existing in hypnosis by means of multilevel explanations. Explanations at the personal level should use everyday examples to clarify the common everyday characteristics of trance as well as to illustrate special phenomena and states occurring in everyday life (Edgette & Edjette, 1995). Local-national occurrences of a positive nature should also be emphasized, for instance Kate Middleton’s hypnosis treatment during pregnancy. Problematic incidents must be discussed and explained.

Finally, the mythical level should be treated by means of remythification. At times this can be accomplished through scientifically framed descriptions such as the distinction between the “conscious” and the “unconscious” that apparently accentuates during a trance or the “left brain-right brain” differentiation that seemingly appears during hypnosis (Lilienfeld, Lynn, Ruscio, & Beyerstein, 2011; Raz, Schwartzman, & Guindi, 2008). This can also involve poetically framed depictions that are compatible with the preferences and values of the hypnotized person (Linden, 2003; Roffman, 2008).

To demonstrate the process of remythification discussed above, we outline some of the major themes relevant to the myth of hypnosis in the form of questions that patients often ask during the prehypnotic stage, along with answers that the hypnotist can offer to these questions.

Theme 1: Question Regarding the Hypnotist’s Attributes

Q: Does a hypnotist have special powers?
A: A hypnotist is not born with any special powers. To become an effective, responsible, and potent, a hypnotist must have special training and professional education in the field he or she is operating along with experience.

Theme 2: Questions Regarding the Attributes of the Hypnotized Person

Q: Can I be hypnotized if I am someone who likes to be in control all the time?
A: Under hypnosis you can discover how to use your abilities in a way that is advantageous to you and to learn to make your inclinations more flexible in the places where they limit you.
Q: I am afraid to be hypnotized because I am afraid to become dependent on the hypnotist.
A: During treatment some dependence is natural and can help you develop your properties of self-reliance to a greater degree.
Theme 3: Questions Regarding the Interaction between Hypnotist and Hypnotized

Q: Is hypnosis about the hypnotist exerting control over the hypnotized individual?
A: Although hypnosis is not about control, a special kind of alliance is certainly formed between the hypnotist and the person hypnotized. Each individual involved in the hypnotic process is more attuned to the other and also to oneself.

Q: While hypnotized, can one do or say something against one’s will?
A: No, but humans have different and sometimes contrasting wills. When you are hypnotized, the will that leads you to improved health can be heard more clearly and even be empowered.

Theme 4: Questions Regarding Short-Term Outcomes and the Process of Hypnosis

Q: When one is hypnotized, is he asleep or in an unconscious state?
A: Hypnosis is not sleep, but like sleep or unconsciousness it can be conceived as a special type of consciousness. The hypnotized person is more attuned to internal processes, exactly like a sleeping person is more oriented to dreams than to external happenings. Like a sleeping person, a hypnotized person can speak out loud and be oriented by external guidance, though his speech is clearer and more comprehensible and he is more attentive to external guidance.

Q: Is a hypnotic trance some sort of mystical ecstatic state that causes the hypnotized person to be someone else?
A: Hypnotic trances are interwoven in our everyday life. Surely everyone can remember times when he or she is functioning exceptionally well or is experiencing things differently than usual.

Theme 5: Question Regarding Long-Term Outcomes

Q: Is hypnosis a dangerous procedure?
A: Hypnosis is a powerful therapeutic instrument and, in the hands of an experienced clinician, it can cause a great deal of good. So as with anything, it is important to choose the “right person for the right job.”

As can be seen in the above illustration, during the process of remythification the answers offered to patients are not intended to deny the mythical expectations that are posed by their questions but rather are presented in a way that is easily understood, scientifically credible, or at least scientifically framed and operationally defined. The examples presented above were chosen from a larger pool of misconceptions (Nash, 2001; Yapko, 1994, 2012) found in the hypnosis literature on the basis of their relevancy to the myth of hypnosis. As was stated above,
misconceptions on a personal, interpersonal, and large group/national basis should be treated in accordance with commonly accepted cognitive explanations supported by adapted experience (Capafons et al., 2004; Hammond, 1990; Lynn et al., 2010; Voit & DeLaney, 2004; Yapko, 2012).

The key point of this article is based upon the following notion: In clinical settings instead of struggling with cultural-mythical burdens associated with hypnosis, professionals can make use of certain aspects of the hypnosis myth to make the hypnotic interaction a more pleasurable, exciting, and fascinating endeavor. This approach to the myth of hypnosis can not only help the client population replace self-limiting reliance on old mythology but can also help them interactively reconstruct, with the help of the hypnotist, a new and mythically loaded view of hypnosis that is more compatible to modern society. The proposed approach is therefore able to dissipate misconceptions about hypnosis not only in the context of specific clinical interaction but also over the long term, through vicarious influence on the general public’s culturally determined perceptions of the field.

The ideas presented here are grounded in the theoretical approach to myth and remythification borrowed from cultural studies and verified by the author’s clinical experience. Further clinical experience as well as empirical studies are needed for further developing these ideas. For instance, a study to empirically test how remythification influences hypnotizability or the effectiveness of hypnotic suggestions can be important in this context.

Note that experienced clinicians often act in accordance with the presented perspective. For such professionals, this article aims at providing some theoretical basis for their clinical wisdom and actions. Newcomers can see the article as a primary map for effectively preparing patients prior to hypnosis implementation.

Finally, some words of caution should be added. The proposed strategies for treating the mythical component of misconceptions about hypnosis are grounded in the Ericksonian utilization principle as well as in contemporary theories of myth. This approach should not be confused with mystical and/or megalomaniac and irresponsible presentations and uses of hypnosis and hypnotherapy, which can cause harm by nurturing unrealistic and “magical” expectations (Yapko, 2003).
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